A note following the positive
testing of M. Gonzalo CALISTO
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PREAMBLE
On June 29th 2016*, the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) published on its web-site
in newsletter 174 a list of athletes who had been sanctioned for doping. On this list figures M. Gonzalo
CALISTO for a positive test of EPO on August 29th 2015 at the finish of the UTMB®.
ITRA HEALTH POLICY
The term «health policy» designates actions which aim at increasing the prevention and the protection of
the health of the sportspersons.
The ITRA, in particular, offers organisers the chance of setting up a preventative action concerning health
matters. This action has neither the vocation nor the competence to be a substitute for current national
and/or international regulations regarding the anti-doping fight but has the aim of strengthening the medical
supervision within the framework of the health security plan set up by the organisation. This action is led by
a Medical Counsel, uniquely made up of doctors, who are able to take advice from experts of their choice
and who are charged with giving consultative advice to the Race Jury on the medical state of participants.
More information about the ITRA health policy : http://itra.run/page/261/Politique_sante.html

HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE ITRA'S HEALTH POLICY
Within the framework of the health policy set up by the ITRA, M. Gonzalo CALISTO submitted a first blood
sample on May 28th 2015 at 13:077 (World Trail-Running Championships in Annecy (France) organised by
the IAU in collaboration with the ITRA)
M. Gonzalo CALISTO's haematological profile presented several abnormal values which led to the athlete
being summoned, on May 29th 2015, before the start of the race, to a meet with the event's medical
commission of 2 doctors and an expert from the Association «Athletes For Transparency» with a more
specific responsibility for aspects concerning the anti-doping fight.
The Ecuadorian origin of M. Gonzalo CALISTO, which according to scientific literature, maybe be
responsible for specific haematological profiles (Quito, altitude of 2850m), as well as the argument put
forward by the athlete of having very regular exposure to very high altitudes (>5500m) were retained to
classify his haematological profile as « atypical » (rather than « abnormal ») and so authorised him to take
the start of the race for the World trail-Running Championships in Annecy.

Th information relating to M. Gonzalo CALISTO's « atypical » profile was transmitted by telephone on May
29th 2015 to an organisation responsible for the anti-doping fight. The two possible options were retained by
the Association «Athletes For Transparency» to explain this « atypical » profile knowing that a specific
genetical profile or the taking of EPO were then evoked.
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The « atypical » profile of the athlete was once again brought up in a telephone conversation in June 2015
(no precise date) with an organisation responsible for the anti-doping fight.
M. Gonzalo CALISTO submitted a second blood sample on August 27th 2015 at 13:45 before the start of
the UTMB® within the framework of the ITRA's Health policy. His haematological profile once again showed
several abnormalities.
With the reason, of the always possible specific genetic profile linked to his Ecuadorian origins, the athlete's
haematological profile was again classed as « atypical » and he was authorised to take the start of the
UTMB®.
The ITRA learnt, on August 29th 2015 the urinary anti-doping tests at the finish had been able to specifically
target M. Gonzalo CALISTO.
On April 21st 2016 information relating to M. Gonzalo CALISTO were sent by email to the Association
«Athletes For Transparency» by an organisation in charge of the anti-doping fight.

THE ITRA'S MANAGEMENT OF A POSITIVE TEST
The role of the ITRA following a positive test is:

-

To ensure the disqualification of M. Gonzalo CALISTO from events in which he would have been
able to participate in during the period of disqualification (as from August 19th, 2015).

-

To ensure the non-participation in any race which is a member of the ITRA during the period of M.
Gonzalo CALISTO's period of suspension, from March 17th 2016 to March 17th 2018. (The start of
the period of sanction (March 17th 2016) is determined by the “test authority” in relation to the
provisional suspension, interviews, appeals made by the athlete, etc....)

Patrick BASSET
President of the ITRA Health Commission

Pierre SALLET
President of the Association Athletes For Transparency

* The only legal obligation for the "test authority" (IAAF) is to publish the list of sanctions relating to doping, which was
done on June 29th 2016. The IAAF has no obligation to inform anybody else (except the athlete themselves), so it is
necessary to follow each international federation's news relating to sanctions. It is for this reason that the information

.

concerning Gonzalo CALISTO was only discovered on July 19th
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